We demonstrate excitation a molecular vibrational coherence via Impulsive Stimulated Ranan Scattering using a pump pulse longer than the vibrational period of the excited mode. When a femtosecond laser pulse propagates through a molecular medium, it will excite any Raman-active molecular vibrational mode with a Vibrational period longer than the pulse duration, and requilires that a laser pulse bandwidth broader than the Raman mode frequency. However, even if a pulse has a large bandwidth, it will not excite a Raman-mode impulsively unless the pulse possesses a time-structure faster than the Raman period. We demonstrate that the nonlinear pulse shaping of an intense pulse propagating through a molecular gas can be used to efficiently excite previously inaccessible vibrational modes [I]. Such a self-evolving pulse-shape behavior has important consequences for the propagation of intense femtosecond pulses in the low-dispersion fibers and the atmosphere and for coherent control of molecular systems.
The nonlinear pulse envelope shaping is due to both the electronic Kerr effect and the excited vibrational coherence. The electronic contribution is due to self steepening, which leads to a vely fast trailing edge on the laser pulse that can become steeper than the vibrational period of a molecular mode and excite a vibrational coherence. When a vibrational coherence is excited, the molecular nuclear response can reshape the pulse into a train of pulses separated by the vibrational period with a process analogous to self steepening that modlfies the local group velocity based on the sign of the time-varying Raman coherence and energy losdgain based on the direction of the local frequency shft caused by the molecular response. This pulse reshaping leads to more efficient vibrational coherence excitation, and causes a positive feedback that amplifies the ability of the pulse to excite the Raman mode.
In our experiment, we use a 1 mJ, 1 kHz ampltfied Ti:Sapphire laser system generating 26 fs pulses. A fraction of the pump pulse is frequencydoubled in a long nonlinear crystal to generate a narrow-bandwidth probe. The pump and probe pulses are focused into a 60 cm long, 450 pm diameter, hollow-core fiber filled with a molecular gas, and the vibrational coherence is detected by sidebands that appear in the probe spectrum. Power spectral density at the Raman vibrational frequency of 41.6 THz in CO1 of the measured intensity profile of a laser pulse exiting the COz gas that highlights the increase in the power spectral density at the Ramati mode frequency, which indicates a development of periodic temporal structure in the pulse at the mode frequency. The inset is a typical probe spectrum for vibrationally excited COz.
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The inset of Fig. 1 shows a typical probe spectrum from excited COz. As we increase the gas pressure, the pump pulse is reshaped and we observe an increase in the power spectral density of the measured output pulse envelope at the Raman-active frequencies of COZ, providing evidence of the ISRS amplification process. We also investigated Nitrogen which has a Raman-active vibrational mode at 69.9 THz (14.3 fs period) that is too fast for the unmodified pump pulse to excite. At relatively low pressures, the pump pulse does not excite any vibrational modes, but when the pressure is increased, we observe a critical pressure at which sidebands appear in the probe spectrum, with a mode frequency of -70 THz, indicating the excitation of a vibrational coherence. Figure 2 shows the correlation between the output pump pulse bandwidth and the Raman sideband intensity and it shows that once the bandwidth of the pump laser exceeds the vibrational frequency of N2, we excite a vibrational coherence. This efficient ISRS excitation of the N2 Raman mode is initiated by nonlinear pulse shaping. 
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Pump Bandwidth (N2 vib. energy) In summary, we demonstrate the nonlinear pulse shaping in a molecular gas excite Raman modes inaccessible to the unperturbed laser pulse. This "switching on" of new nonlinearities has important implications for the propagation of intense femtosecond pulses in air and in optical fibers as well as coherent control of molecules with high-frequency , with chemically-relevant, high-fEquency molecular vibrations. 
